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I. INTRODUCTION 
During the past decade there has been a marked growth of interest 
in the use of piezoelectric surface waves for microwave signal processing. 
There has been a consequent growth of research activity concerned with 
a wide range of piezoelectric surface wave phenomena (1, 2, 3). One 
facet of this activity involves the diffraction of piezoelectric surface 
waves by transducers and apertures. The work presented here uses an 
angular spectrum of uniform Rayleigh-mode piezoelectric surface waves, 
which satisfy the stress equations of motion and Maxwell's equations on 
a stress-free piezoelectric surface, to investigate these diffractive 
phenomena. This approach allows the calculation of the three components 
of particle displacement, the three electric field intensity components, 
the electrostatic potential, and the Poynting vector at all points 
around a diffracting object. The next two sections present a background 
of descriptive physics and a survey of the methods used by others in 
treating surface wave diffraction. 
A. Background 
Newton's Second Law of Motion requires elastic wave propagation 
to obey the stress equation of motion given by 
a^ u. ÔT.. 
where p is the density of the crystal, 
Uj is the particle displacement in the Cartesian 
coordinates x^ ,^ and 
2 
T. . is the stress tensor. ij 
For piezoelectric crystals Hooke's law is 
(2) 
where is the strain tensor 
is a constant entropy fourth rank tensor of 
elastic rigidity, 
e .. is a third rank piezoelectric tensor, and 
Pij 
Ep is the electric field intensity. 
The strain tensor is related to the displacements by 
Acoustic wave propagation on piezoelectric crystals is complicated 
by the presence of electromagnetic field quantities that must satisfy 
Maxwell's equations for a magnetically isotropic dielectric 
(3) 
(4a) 




X (4d) ®ijk ax at 
®ijk BXj (4e) 
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where is the electric flux density, 
is the magnetic field intensity, 
is the permeability of free space, 
is the rotation tensor, and 
is the dielectric permittivity at constant strain. 
Equations 4d, 4e, 4b, and 3 can be combined to eliminate the magnetic 
field intensity, strain, and electric flux density to yield 
1 + s'E. 
ax.ait ' ax ax " 2 ^^ 2 i ax^  ax^  1" ^^ 2 
1 J J J 
(5) 
The stress equations of motion can be expressed in terms of the 
displacement and the electric field intensity by combining Equations 
1, 2, and 3; this yields 
, 1 ^  , !5. 
P 2 Gijkt axj ^ ax^  ax^  j ®pij ax^  • 
For piezoelectric crystals, elastic wave propagation can be described 
by the simultaneous solution of Equations 5 and 6 subject to the 
boundary conditions: (1) continuity of the stress vector at the surface, 
(2) continuity of the tangential component of the electric field inten­
sity at the surface, and (3) continuity of the normal component of the 
electric flux density on a charge free surface. For nonpiezoelectric 
materials, solutions need only satisfy Equation 6 with ~ 0 and 
continuity of the stress vector at surfaces. 
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1. Uniform surface waves 
When a disturbance described by Equations 5 and 6 propagates so 
that most of its energy is near an interface between the material and 
free space, it is referred to as a surface wave. The particle displace­
ments and electric field components will decay with distance from the 
surface. If these components are independent of a coordinate lying in 
the plane of the surface and normal to the direction of propagation, the 
disturbance is considered to be a uniform surface wave. 
A coordinate system is chosen with parallel to the surface and 
in the direction of propagation, perpendicular to the surface and 
to the direction of propagation while x^  is measured parallel to the 
surface and perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The x^  -
plane is called the sagittal plane. A disturbance is considered to be 
a uniform surface wave if it is independent of the x^  coordinate and 
therefore uniform in a direction perpendicular to the sagittal plane. 
Any field or displacement component can be represented by 
or a superposition of functions of this form. The uniform surface 
solutions of Equations 5 and 6 have been studied extensively (4, 5, 6, 7) 
since they are tractable and provide much insight into the behavior of 
surface waves of finite width. 
In general a uniform piezoelectric surface wave has three components 
of particle displacement U(U^ , U^ , U^ ) and three components of electric 
field intensity E(E^  ^E^ , E^ ) when expressed in Cartesian coordinates 
(7) 
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(Xj^ j x^ ). In many cases, this general form of uniform surface waves 
decomposes into simpler modes. 
The various components of particle displacement and electric field 
intensity of uniform waves couple together in several different ways 
depending on the symmetries associated with the sagittal plane (8, 9, 
10). Mathematically, this decomposition occurs when Equations 5 and 6 
can be separated into independent sets of equations. The solutions to 
each subset of Equations 5 and 6 must satisfy the boundary conditions 
if that particular mode is to propagate. Therefore the boundary con­
ditions may forbid the existence of certain mode groups or they may 
introduce coupling between mode groups that are not coupled together 
through the lattice dynamics described by Equations 5 and 6. The 
various types of uniform surface waves that are known to propagate on 
free surfaces can be clearly described as follows (9, 10, 11,12): 
General Piezoelectric Surface Wave 
E(E^ . E_^ . E^ ) + U(U^ , n^ ) 
Elastic Rayleigh Surface Wave 
E(0, 0, E^ ) + U(U^ , U^ , 0) 
SH-mode Piezoelectric Surface Wave (Bleustein Wave) 
E(E^ , E^ , 0) + U(0, 0, U^ ) 
Rayleigh-mode Piezoelectric Surface Wave 
E(Ej^ , E^ , 0) + U(U^ , U^ , 0) 
where is included for the elastic Rayleigh surface wave but is very 
small in magnitude. Tseng (10) has shown that two of these «odes can 
6 
exist at the same time with different velocities on certain orientations 
of cubic crystals. 
Lim and Farnell (13, 14) investigated certain highly anisotropic 
nonpiezoelectric and weakly piezoelectric cases numerically and found 
that there is no reason to consider the propagation of uniform surface 
waves as fortuitous. Their search did not reveal any forbidden directions 
in that there always appears to be a uniform surface wave solution which 
satisfies the free-surface boundary conditions and is unattenuated in 
the direction of propagation. However, near certain specific directions, 
the penetration of this wave below the surface becomes very deep. In 
addition, for certain ranges of direction they found second or pseudo-
surface -wave solutions which radiate into the bulk of the material, 
while normal uniform elastic Raylei^  waves do not radiate into the 
bulk of the material. 
In anisotropic media, piezoelectric and nonpiezoelectric, generally 
the direction of energy flow of uniform bulk waves and uniform surface 
waves will not be parallel to the propagation vector (15, 16). This 
phenomena is often referred to a beam steering since it has the effect 
of directing the energy in a direction different than that of the 
propagation vector. Farnell (4) and Musgrave (7) summarize the results 
of many techniques used to calculate the energy flow direction for 
uniform surface waves on more complex anisotropic solids. For isotropic 
and nearly isotropic materials, and for isotropic planes imposed by 
crystal symmetry such as on the basal plane of 4mm and 6mm crystals, 
all uniform surface waves are pure mode, that is, power flow is parallel 
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to the propagation vector regardless of the direction of propagation. 
2. Uniform Rayleigh waves on the basal plane of hexagonal crystals 
Koerber (8) has demonstrated that a plane of symmetry parallel to 
the sagittal plane of an uniform surface wave is sufficient to decouple 
the wave equations and the boundary condition equations into the mode 
groups (u E ) and (u, u E, E ). He also notes that these same mode 
L c ic ti tc n 
groups exist for a uniform disturbance upon the basal planes of crystals 
having 4mm or 6mm symmetry regardless of the orientation of the plane 
of symmetry relative to the sagittal plane. Tseng and White (11) have 
analyzed surface wave propagation on the basal plane of a number of 
hexagonal crystals and have found that the Rayleigh-mode piezoelectric 
surface wave, (u^  u^  E^  E^ ), can propagate on a free surface while the 
transverse mode, (u^  E^ ), can not propagate on a free surface (12). 
Therefore, on the basal plane of these 6mm crystals, only one mode can 
propagate in any particular direction. 
Tseng and White (11) derive a determinantal characteristic equation 
appropriate to the Rayleigh-mode piezoelectric surface wave inside the 
crystal from Equations 5 and 6, and the pertinent characteristic 
equation outside the crystal from Equation 5 where e^ ^^  ^= 0. The roots 
of these characteristic equations suggest that each field and displace­
ment component will be a superposition of three solutions in the form 
of Equation 7. Thus the form of the particle displacement and the 
electric field intensity is 
8 
"k ^  Aj^ [a^ e^xpÇl^ kx^ )-Ha2j^ exp(Q2kx^ )+a32^ exp(n^ kx^ )]exp[ j(kXj^ -iA)t)] 
= A^ p^ [p^ j^ exp(Qj^ kx^ )+P2j^ exp(!:^ 2l«^ )+P2j^ exp(P2kx^ )]exp[ j(kXj^ -UUt)l 
\ = Mj^ Aj^ [qj^ j^ exp^ :îjkx^ )+q2j^ exp(n2kx^ )+q3j^ exp(P2kx^ )]exp[j(kXj^ -lut)] 
= krj^ Aj^ [r^ e^xp(fij^ kx^ )+r2j^ exp(P2kx^ )+r2j^ exp(P3kx^ )]exp[ j (kXj^ -UJt)] 
= 0 , k = propagation constant , x^  ^  0 . (g) 
The boundary conditions at the free surface are used to form a second 
determinantal equation. Each of these determinantal equations relates 
the phase velocity and the decay constants; in principle these equations 
could be used to find the phase velocity by eliminating the decay con­
stants in a simultaneous solution. Due to the algebraic intricacy, 
this problem can only be solved numerically by assigning a velocity to 
the characteristic equation and then solving it for the decay constants. 
These decay constants along with the assumed velocity must satisfy the 
boundary condition determinant. This procedure must be repeated until 
one obtains a solution. Equations 8 and the constants calculated by 
Tseng and White (11) for CdS are used for the quantitative diffraction 
work done in this thesis. The constants are listed in Table 1. These 
constants are independent of the direction of propagation on the basal 
plane of CdS. In Table 1, the units on q^  and r^  are volts/meter, 
while the rest are dimensionless constants. When the values are used to 
evaluate Equations 8, the same system of units must be used for u^ , u^ , 
A,, 1/k, and x . i n 
9 
Table 1. Velocity, decay constants and amplitude constants of 
surface waves on the basal plane of CdS 
3 
V = 1.7306 X 10 m/sec 
s 
"l = 1.6550 "2 = : 0.1940 : 0.7474 
Pi = -j 0.3794 ®21 " : -0.5015 3^1 " : 0.5230 
1^ = -0.8516 X 10^ ° P2I = = -7.6450 P3I " : 1.6401 
j 1.409 X 10^ ° 921 = = 1.0731 3^1 " = -1.6530 
®11 = 4ll=ril=Pll=l 2^1 ^  
= 0.1256 
"^ 31 " : -0.7465 
An approximate electrostatic potential can be obtained from 
Equation 8 since 
^ - J Ë o dT (9) 
Therefore, 
= -jE^ dx^  = -j"kq^ A^  S q.j^ exp(akx^ )exp[j (kx^ -ljjt)]dxj^  
= -q^ A^  S q^ j^ exp(n^ kx^ )exp[j (kXj^ -uut)] + constant 
(10) 
or 
d(x^ ) = -jE^ dx^  = -jkr^ A^  Z rj^ j^ exp(P£kx^ )exp[j (kXj^ -U)t)]dx^  
r., 
= r.A, Z T—exp(0 kx )exp[ j (kx,-U)t)] + constant . 1 1 ^  n  K  
(11) 
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A check of these constants in Table 1 shows that 
- j , i = 1, 2, 3 (12) 
so these two expressions are equivalent and either one provides the 
electrostatic potential at all points in the crystal. 
3. Energy flow 
The time-average transport of energy by mechanical waves with a 
sinusoidal time dependence can be specified by a vector whose components 
are (4) 
= -i-Re{T.jûp (13) 
where T.. is the stress tensor, and 
ûj is the conjugate of the derivative with respect to 
time of the particle displacement. 
This is analogous to the "time-averaged Poynting vector" of electro­
magnetic theory and is referred to simply as the "Poynting vector". 
This Poynting vector gives the time-average energy flow per unit 
area across a surface normal to this vector. In terms of the 
elastic tensor this Poynting vector is (7) 
where C.., , is the elastic tensor, and 
xjk-C 
11 
 ^is the derivative of the particle displacement 
with respect to the position coordinate . 
It is not necessary to consider the electrical Poynting vector, 
E X H, for piezoelectric disturbances. Even in strongly piezoelectric 
materials the acoustic wave velocity is small compared to the speed of 
light and the magnetic field intensity is so small that the electrical 
Poynting vector contributes little to the transport of energy (16). 
4. Nonuniform surface waves 
Acoustic waves on piezoelectric delay lines and other microsound 
devices are nonuniform perpendicular to the sagittal plane because the 
interdigital transducers used to excite these surface waves are of 
finite width. A large number of recent publications have been concerned 
with various aspects of nonuniform surface wave propagation (17-27). 
Two phenomena which have a large influence on the behavior of nonuniform 
surface waves are (1) beam steering, and (2) diffraction. Diffractive 
phenomena become more important the narrower the nonuniform surface wave. 
Diffraction pertains to the behavior of a wave when it encounters an 
obstacle which is capable of "interacting" with the wave; reflection 
and refraction phenomena are not included in this classification. The 
main effect of diffraction is to spread the nonuniform surface as the 
wave propagates away from the diffracting object; it can also cause 
interference and therefore large variations in intensity along the path 
of the wave. In highly anisotropic crystals, beam steering can either 
increase or decrease the diffractive spreading of a nonuniform surface 
wave (18, 20). 
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Weglein, Pedinoff, and Winston (20) report measurements, on y-cut 
LiNbO^ , of far-field diffraction spreading of surface acoustic waves 
which were generated by 10 wavelength wide interdigital transducers. 
These measurements were made along the z-axis and at an angle of 
+ 21.9° from the z-axis because propagation is pure mode in these 
directions. They found the acoustic beam's half-power points to spread 
at an angle of 0.327° along the z-axis, an angle of 4.53° along the 
axis at 21.9° from z, as compared to a predicted angle of 2.56° for 
the isotropic case. Their measured beam-spread angles are approximately 
30% larger than those predicted by a theory based on the Rayleigh-
Sommerfeld diffraction integral (33). Slobodnik (23) found the far-field 
of a 75 wavelength wide interdigital transducer to exhibit wide varia­
tions in intensity. He suggests that imperfections in the crystal or 
transducer are responsible for this distortion, since a transducer this 
wide will introduce little diffractive distortion. 
B. Diffraction Methods 
The "angular spectrum of plane waves" representation has been used 
extensively to investigate electromagnetic wave propagation and diffrac­
tion (28-32), and recently to investigate acoustic wave diffraction 
(21, 22, 33). 
1. Scalar diffraction theory 
Kharusi and Farnell (21) introduce the angular spectrum, Fourier 
transform and "scalar diffraction theory" concepts (28) to the analysis 
13 
of acoustic surface wave diffraction and beam steering on highly 
anisotropic piezoelectric substrates. On the basis of the agreement 
obtained between experimental and calculated diffraction patterns over 
a frequency range extending from 107-905 Mhz for propagation directions 
having a very high phase-velocity anisotropy, they conclude that an 
angular spectrum of uniform surface waves offers a valid means of 
solving surface wave diffraction problems. 
Scalar diffraction theory requires the definition of some scalar 
function f(x,y,z), which is a solution of the Helmholtz equation 
where the time dependence has been suppressed to ease analysis. Kharusi 
and Farnell (21, 22) define f(x,y,z) such that the intensity of the 
acoustic wave is the square of the scalar function f(x,y,z). In other 
situations one could define f(x,y,z) to represent the particle displace­
ment in the direction of propagation. The choice depends on the aspect 
of diffraction under investigation, 
Kharusi and Farnell (21) consider a surface wave propagating on 
the x-z plane, where the aperture is located at z = 0 and transmitting 
acoustic energy into the region for z > 0. In terms of the Fourier 
transform the solution for f(x,z) is given by 





xi vil lli.it 
[k^ ck^ yi^  = [k(k)i^  - k^  (17a) 
and 
k(û) = /^v(k) (17b) 
where V is frequency, and 
A A 
v(k) is the phase velocity in the wave vector direction k . 
One can see that 
+ 00 
where f(x,0) is the distribution at the aperture of the function 
represented by f(x,z). In order to calculate F(k^ ), they assume a 
distribution which is constant for -R/2 s x S R/2 and zero for all 
other X at z = 0. They use numerical integration techniques to solve 
A 
Equation 16 using several different phase-velocity functions, v(k). 
The main thrust of their work was to obtain calculated diffraction 
patterns for propagation on or near pure mode axis of highly anisotropic 
crystals and compare these to previously published experimental results. 
2. Experimental methods 
Several techniques have proven useful in obtaining information 
concerning the spatial distribution of the acoustic surface wave particle 
displacement amplitudes and their phase velocity. These include 
(a) detection of the electric field intensity associated with the 




(b) detection of the electrostatic potential with wire probes (20, 24), 
and (c) detection of surface corrugations by Brillouin scattering of a 
laser beam (23, 25, 26, 27). The last two processes are most suitable 
for careful examination because they are able to trace the topographic 
profile of certain surface wave parameters. Each of these methods 
responds to a surface wave parameter whose value is a function of the 
magnitude and relative phase of the modes which compose a particular 
surface wave. If the amplitude ratios and relative phase were to change 
from position to position, these measurement techniques may not indicate 
the true energy flux distribution. 
These measurement techniques have shown spreading of the main 
lobe, and they have shown that energy is lost to side lobes (24, 25) 
in quantitative agreement with the work of Kharusi and Farnell (21). 
Cambon, Rouzeyre, and Simon (25) report "near field" measurements on 
the free surface of a y-cut quartz crystal; there have been no reports 
of theoretical calculations in this range. The angular variation of 
the phase velocity on this cut of quartz is very small. 
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II. DIFFRACTION OF TRANSVERSELY ISOTROPIC SUBSTRATES 
Piezoelectric surface waves propagating upon the basal planes of 
crystals having ôimn or 4mm symmetry have certain features that make it 
algebraically feasible to formulate diffraction integrals in terms of 
specific displacement and field components. These features were discussed 
in detail in the previous section. Of particular importance, one finds 
that only piezoelectric Rayleigh-mode surface waves can propagate on 
the free surface of the basal plane. Their phase velocity and decay 
constants are independent of direction. 
This formulation is capable of providing much detailed information 
concerning the particle displacement and electric field intensity com­
ponents. This in turn allows the calculation of the Poynting vector 
and thus provides information concerning the energy flux distribution. 
A, Formulation 
Consider an angular spectrum of uniform Rayleigh-mode piezoelectric 
surface waves whose sagittal planes contain the axis and whose com­
ponents of particle displacement and electric field intensity decay in 
the negative x^  direction. The crystal is located in the region x^  ^  0 
and the plane, x^  = 0, coincides with the crystal surface. The propaga­
tion constant of each component wave in this spectrum will have a positive 
component in the Xg direction. 
The particle displacement component in the x^  direction of a wave 
propagating at an angle 0 with the x-axis, as indicated in Figure 1, 






Figure 1. Coordinate Systems 
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= *3(x3)Gxp[j(kiXi+k2X2)]exp[-jwc] (19) 
A 
by analogy to Equations 8 where u^ Cx^ ) represents the functional 
behavior in the sagittal plane perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation, 
= UJ^ /v^  = k^  + kg, and tan 0 = kg/k^  . 
An arbitrary initial condition at = 0 can be specified by a linear 
combination of solutions by the integral equation 
+ 00 
Uj/x^ .xg.xg.t) = J A(k^ )u2(x^ ,X2,X2,C)dk^  . (20) 
This integral is a solution regardless of the path of integration and 
value of A(k^ ) if each wave in this angular spectrum satisfies the 
system's equations. Substituting Equation 19 into Equation 20 yields 
Ug(x^ ,X2'X3't) = T U2(Xg)A(k^ )exp[+j(k^ x^ +k2X2-Wt)]dk^  . 
(21) 
Equation 21 gives the value of as a sum of the u^  components of each 
wave in the angular spectrum. The direction of propagation of a partic­
ular component is determined by the factor exp[ j (k^ x^ +k2X2)] * Since 
Ug(x2)exp[-jwt] is not a function of the direction of propagation. 
Equation 21 can be written 
A 
U2(x^ ,X2,X2) = UgCxg) J A(k^ )exp[ j (k^ x^ +k2X2)]dk^  (22) 
19 
where the time dependence has been suppressed for convenience. At the 
aperture, Xg = 0 and Equation 22 becomes 
CO 
UgCXijOsXa) = UgCx^ ) J A(k^ )exp[+jk^ x^ ]dk^  (23) 
hence via Fourier transform concepts, one can write 
1 U„(x^ ,0,x ) 
A(ki) = ^  f — exp[-jk x ]dx . (24) 
Thus A(k^ ) is the Fourier transform of the Ug component of the non­
uniform wave at Xg = 0 with the time and x^  dependence suppressed. 
For conditions on the existence of the Fourier transform and its 
inverse see Bracewell (34) or Titchmarsh (35). 
The displacement component in the direction of propagation of each 
wave in the angular spectrum will contribute to both and Ug of 
the acoustic beam, therefore 
- A k 




"2 ^  (^ ) exp[ j (k^ x^ +kgXg)] (26) 
o 
by analogy to Equations 8 and 19. The integral equation for the non­
uniform surface wave's component of displacement in the x^  direction 
will be 
20 
A , . +k 
o 
—^- [ J A(k^ )k^ exp[j(k^ x^ +k2X2)]dk^  
o -k 
o 
-k o °° 
+J A(k^ )exp[j(k^ Xj^ +k2X2)]dk^ +J A(k^ e^xp[j(k^ x^ +k2x2)]dk^  } 
+k 
(27) 
and for the displacement component in the X2 direction 
* / \ -k 
"^ (Xg) o 
U2(Xi,X2,X3) { J 0 dk^  
O — CO 
+ A(k^ )k2exp[j(k^ x^ +k2X2)]dk^  + [ 0 dk^  } (28) 
by analogy to Equation 21. 
Since the integral Equations 22, 27, and 28 are inverse Fourier 
transforms, they should extend from -«> to +<» ; however, when k^  > k^  
or when k^  < -k^ , kg is complex. For this range of k^ , the waves which 
compose the angular spectrum are not uniform. These evanescent (inhomo-
geneous) waves are propagating along the x^  axis with a velocity greater 
than k^ , and for Xg > 0, they decay in magnitude with distance from the 
X2 = 0 plane. They will contribute very little to the Uj^ , U2, and 
displacement components of the nonuniform wave at large distances in the 
Xg direction. In fact while evanescent wave solutions do satisfy 
Helmholtz's equation (22), it has never been demonstrated that evanescent 
Rayleigh-mode piezoelectric surface waves satisfy the system of equations 
used to describe elastic surface wave propagation. Note that the 
21 
homogeneous waves, -k^  s k^  s£ k^ , have a propagation constant of k^  
and therefore satisfy the system's equations. 
In summary, for e. nonuniform acoustic beam propagating on the 
basal plane of 4mm or 5mm crystals, the integral expressions for the 
displacement components in terms of an angular spectrum of uniform 
Rayleigh-mode piezoelectric surface waves can be written 
A , \ +k 
u-(x ) o 
l^(*l'*2'*3) ^  —k J A(k^ )k^ exp[j(k^ x^ +k^ x^ )]dk^  ^ (29) 
UgCx^ .Xg.Xg) = — J A(k^ )kgexpL j (k^ x^ -ft^ x^ )]dk^  (30) 
+k 
A O 




A(ki)=^ J [U2(x^ 0^,x2)/u2(x2)]exp[-jk^ x^ ]dx^  . (32) 
X^ =-oo 
Equations 29, 30, and 31 are approximate within a few wavelengths of 
the aperture where the evanescent waves will contribute to the total 
displacements of the nonuniform acoustic beam. 
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B, Initial Condition 
For propagation on the basal plane of piezoelectric crystals with 
4inm or ômm symmetry, the dependence of particle displacement is 
A 
separable as indicated by Equations 8, so U^ CXj^ jOjX^ ) = and 
1 
A(k^ ) = ^ J a(x^ e^xp[-jk^ x^ ]dx^  . (33) 
— CO 
Note that specifying this boundary condition on U^ Cxj^ jOjX^ ) also sets 
the values of U^ C^xj^ jOjX^ ) and U2(x^ ,0,xg). 
Assume a functional form of a(x^ ) as indicated in Figure 2. For 
this a(x^ ) Equation 33 evaluates to 
„ sin k-L 
A(kl) = n — • (34a) 
Figure 3 shows the approximate shape of A(k^ ) emphasizing the maximum 
values and zeros. By evaluating Equations 29, 30, and 31 for 
-k^  ^  k^ , one includes only a finite number of the "peaks" of 
this function. As an example if L = 10 then k^  = k^  when k^  = 
and this evaluation includes 20 "cycles" of A(k^ ). Where  ^
o 
is the wavelength of the surface wave. Doubling the transducer width, 
doubles the number of "peaks" included in the evaluation of Equations 29, 
30, and 31; therefore, these equations will most accurately reproduce 
U2(x^ ,0,x2), U2(x^ ,0,X2), and U^ (x^ ,0,x2) when L is large. 
To estimate the effect of neglecting the evanescent waves, note 
that when L = 10 X^ , the magnitude of the first peak in the region 











Figure 3. A(k^ ) for a(x^ ) of Figure 2 
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In this region the peak values of A(k^ ) vary as the reciprocal of 
k^ , so for k^  > kg, thé peak values do not decrease as rapidly as in 
the range 0 < k^  < kg. The magnitude of these evanescent waves decays 
/I P in the direction since for k^  > k^ , k^  = jjk^  - k^  . In the range 
/
2 2' k^  - k < v^ 3 k , hence for k_ > 2k , the decay 1 o o 1 o 
constant of the waves in the x„ direction is less than X II/3n < O.IX . i. o o 
While it is tempting to conclude that the evanescent waves will have 
little effect on the values of the particle displacements when x^  > 10 
an exact evaluation is needed to prove this conclusion. 
An alternate approach is to consider the distribution of the particle 
displacement, Ug(x^ ,0,xg) to be defined by b(x^ ) in place of a(x^ ) when 
-He 
o 
b(x^ ) = J A(k^ )exp[jk^ x^ ]dk^  (34b) 
where A(k^ ) is defined by Equation 34a. This integral is difficult to 
evaluate and in general the solution would be a function of L; when L 
is large, b(x^ ) =" a(x^ ). From this point of view, one can say that the 
diffraction Equations 29, 30, and 31 provide exact solutions for a 
distribution b(x^ ); however, b(x^ ) appears to be a less accurate descrip­
tion of the beam emitted by a real transducer or aperture. Neither of 
the initial conditions a(x^ ) or b(x^ ) represent a "rigorous" solution 
to the boundary value problem. As demonstrated by Kharusi and Farnell 
(21), a(x^ ) does provide an acceptable solution when the transducer is 
wide. 
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C. Evaluation of the Integrals 
The integral Equations 29, 30, and 31, are very difficult to solve. 
Saddle point and stationary phase methods have been successfully used 
to obtain approximate solutions for some equations of this type (28). 
These solutions are restricted to a narrow range of the variables 
and Xg. Kharusi and Farnell (22) used numerical integration techniques 
to solve an equation similar to these. The method used here involves 
the use of several series expansions. A change of variables illustrated 
in Figure 1, was made in order to facilitate the evaluation of these 
equations. For Equation 29, this substitution yields 
+rr/2 
^^ (x^ iXg/Xg) =U2(xg)J k^ A(k^ sin9)cos0 sinG exp[ jk^ (x^ sin9+X2Cos@) ]d9 . 
e=-n/2 (35) 
It is now expedient to change from the Cartesian variables to the 
cylindrical variables illustrated in Figure 4. For Equation 35, one 
obtains 
+Tr/2 
U^ (r,d,Xg) = (^ 3^ 1 A(k^ sin9)sin9 cos9 exp[ jk^ r(cos^ sin9+sin^ cos9)1d9 
e=-TT/2 (36) 
a trigonometric identity simplifies Equation 36 to yield 
+TT/2 
Uj^ (r,(^ ,X2) =k^ U2(x2)J A(k^ sin9)sin9 cos9 exp[ jk^ r sin (9+^ )]d9 . (37) 
9=-Tr/2 
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r cos i 
r sin d 
X 
Figure 4. The cylindrical coordinate system 
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Now following the same procedure which was illustrated on the equation 
for U^, one obtains for Ug 
+TT/2 
A 2 * 




U^Crj^jX^) ~ A(k^sin0) COS0 exp[ jk^r sin (0+<iJ)]d0 . (39) 
0=-TT/2 
The equations for U^, and represent the Cartesian components of 
the particle displacements as a function of cylindrical variables. 
Before proceeding with evaluation of Equations 37, 38, and 39, 
the exponential in these equations and the expression for A(k^) must 
be expanded as infinite series. Equation 34a for A(k^) can be expressed 
in terms of 0 by the substitution k^ = k^sin0 to yield 
» sin(kLsin0) 
A(») = i  SïSê 
o 
which in turn can be expressed as a series of Bessel functions of the 
first kind by using the series (36) 
CO 
sin(z sin x) = 2 S J_, ^  (z)sinC (2k+l)x] . (41) 
k=0 
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The substitution of Equation 41 into Equation 40 yields 
) • (42) 
Another useful form of A(9) can be obtained by realizing that 
sin n6/sin6 =1 + 2 Z cos 2 m8 . (43) 
m=l 
This result is proven in Appendix A. The substitution of Equation 43 
into Equation 42 yields 
00 00 CO 
A ( 8 )  =  - ^ { 2  S  J  (k L ) + 4  s  [cos 2 n e  Z  J„ . (k L)] } . 
tn=0 ° n=l m=n ° 
(44) 
The exponential expression exp[jk^rsin (0+«5)] can be represented by 
a series of products of Bessel functions of the first kind and 
trigonometric functions by using Eu1er's equation 
expC jk^r sin(0+^)] = cos[k^r sin(0+<5)] + j sin [k^r sin(0+^) ] (45) 
and items 818.1, and 818.2 from Dwight (37), which are reproduced here 
for convenience 
cos[k r sin(6+^)] = J (kr)+2 E J. (k r)cos 2n(0+^) (46) 
o o o - zn o 
n=l 
00 




One can obtain series expressions for the integrands of the integral 
Equations 45, 46, 47, and 42 or 44 into Equations 37, 38, and 39. The 
sequence of operations and substitutions described above produces a 
set of integral equations which can be evaluated, but the procedure is 
quite lengthy and will not be presented here. The resulting diffraction 
equations are quite cumbersome and are listed in Appendix B. 
D, Electrostatic Potential and Electric Field Intensity 
The integral equations for the electric field intensity and the 
electrostatic potential are similar to those obtained for the particle 
displacements since a uniform Rayleigh-mode piezoelectric surface wave 
has electric field intensity components in the same directions as its 
particle displacement components. The electrostatic potential is a 
scalar summation of the potential from each wave in the angular spectrum. 
The E^Cx^iXg,*^) component of the field will involve the same 
integral as U^Cx^/Xg'Xg): ®2^*1'^2'*3^ will involve the same integral 
as U2(x^,x2)*3): and E2(x^,x2,xg) will involve the same integral as 
UgCx^^XgiXg) since only the functional dependence of each of these 
integrals will be different. The electrostatic potential will involve 
the same integral as UgCx^yXg'Xg) except for the x^ dependence which 
again does not effect the integration. The following equations will 
help clarify this situation: 
equations representing U^, and by successively substituting 




^(x ,x-,x-) = — P(x_) (49) 
u^ (x^ ) 
where from Equations 8 
UgCx^) = % aj^^exp(Ojk^Xg) (50) 
UgCxg) = Z :^^exp(njk^x^) (51) 
GgCxg) = kq^A^ Z qj^expdjk^xg) (52) 
and from Equation 11 
A r 
d^Xg) = r^A^ S expiPjkgX^) , j - 1, 2, 3 . (53) 
E. Poynting Vector 
On the basal plane of a hexagonal piezoelectric crystal. Equation 14 
can be used to calculate the energy flow. The component of the Poynting 
vector in the x^ direction, perpendicular to the propagation direction 
and the sagittal plane of the acoustic beam, will involve the elastic 
constants: C^ j^ 22' ^ 1133' ^ 313' ^1331' ^ 1212' ^1221* 
component in the x^ direction, along the direction of propagation in the 
sagittal plane, will involve the elastic constants: ^2222' ^ 2211' 
S233' ^2323' ^ 2332' Sll2' ^2121 * component along the x^ 
direction will depend on the elastic constants: Cgg22' 
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Cg223' S232' Sl31' Sll3 * Poynting vector calculations also 
require the various derivatives of U^, U^, and with respect to 
x^, x^j and t. The U^, U^, and particle displacements, listed 
in Appendix B, were obtained by evaluating Equations 37, 38, and 39, 
respectively. These series expressions are a function of r, and ; 
the cylindrical variables defined in Figure 4. The following expression 
ÔU au. Br au au sin^ au 
illustrates the procedure used to calculate the various derivatives 
from these series expressions. The series expressions for the particle 
displacements and their derivatives were numerically evaluated with a 
Fortran computer program and then used to evaluate the Poynting vector. 
Equation 14 gives the time-averaged energy flow per unit area in 
the x^, x^, and x^ directions as a function of the depth, x^. The 
integral 
o 
W. =I P^dx^ (55) 
Xg=-» 
was used to obtain expressions for the time-averaged energy flow per 
unit width in the x^^ and x^ directions. Since the expressions for 
Uj^, U^, and U^ are separable, this was easily performed. Each of 
the seven conçonents which compose the Poynting vector in a particular 
direction, will differ by a constant multiplier depending on whether one 
is calculating or P^ at the surface. In general, the net value of 
and P^ will not have the same functional dependence. 
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F. Series Validity and Convergence 
The derivation of the relations listed in Appendix B for the 
particle displacements U^, Ug, and required the product of two 
infinite series and the interchange of the summation of an infinite 
series with an integration of the terms in that series. According to 
Taylor (38) and Widder (39) these operations are valid if these series 
are uniformly convergent. According to the Weierstrass's M-test, these 
two series are uniformly convergent. 
Evaluation of the Poynting vector, requires differentiating the 
infinite series for the particle displacements with respect to x^, Xg, 
and Xg. In order for the derivative of an infinite series to be valid, 
the original series as well as that of the derivative must be uniformly 
convergent (39). Again all the derivatives are uniformly convergent. 
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III. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION 
The Fortran computer programs used to evaluate the infinite series 
of the previous sections are listed in Appendix C. These computer 
programs were designed to perform the calculations in two different 
coordinate systems. One of the programs was designed to calculate the 
various particle displacements and their derivatives as well as the 
Poynting vector at distances far from the transducer along a path of 
constant radius as measured from the transducer. The other program 
was designed to perform these calculations along a straight line which 
could be in any direction on the surface of the crystal. Two programs 
were written because calculation of the Bessel functions of large 
arguments for many orders is the most time consuming and expensive part 
of the program. The "straight line" program was necessary for useful 
calculations near the transducer, but it requires a new set of Bessel 
function calculations at each point. The "constant radius" program 
requires only one set of Bessel function calculations for each value 
of the radius; this program yields useful information at large distances 
from the transducer. 
Bessel functions of the first kind of integral order J^(x) have 
both positive and negative values when n < x, but for n > x the values 
are all positive with magnitudes that decrease monotonically to zero 
as n " for a fixed argument, x. According to Watson (40), when 
n > 1.4 X 
J^(x) ~ ^ ) n exp(n) . (56) 
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This is the reason that the series expressions for U^, and are 
convergent. This also means that the number of terms required to 
accurately evaluate the series for a particular particle displacement 
or its derivative depends on the location of the points, i.e., the 
magnitude of the argument, x. 
Since we are evaluating an infinite series for the particle dis­
placements and their derivatives, we must be concerned with the rapidity 
of convergence of these series. We need good accuracy and a minimum 
use of computer time. The series can be factored so that all terms 
which are a function of the transducer width and not a function of the 
field point's distance from the transducer can be evaluated and placed 
in storage for use as long as the transducer width remains fixed. If 
m is the number of terms included in the partial sum of a series, L the 
transducer width, and r the field point location, when m ^  (3/2)k L 
-5 
and k L ^  k r, the m+l term of the series is less than 10 of the 
o o 
-20 partial sum for those series which are alternating and less than 10 
for those that do not alternate. The J (k L) functions in the series 
m o 
are responsible for this convergence. When k^r < k^L, the Bessel 
functions J^(k^r) influence the convergence. In this range, when 
-10 
m ^  k^r +30, the m+1 term of the series is less than 10 of the 
partial sum. The Bessel functions used in these evaluations were 
calculated by recurrence techniques (41, 42). 
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IV. CALCUIATED RESULTS 
The series expressions for the particle displacements U^, U^, and U^, 
and the various derivatives of these displacements U. U ... were 
1 J i i J z 
evaluated at various points and used to calculate the Poynting vector at 
these points. Plots of these quantities. Figures 5-119, see Appendix D, 
illustrate the important features of a nonuniform acoustic wave on the 
surface of a piezoelectric crystal that is transversely isotropic. The 
total transducer width is 20 X^(L = 10 and the angular frequency is 
6.2 X 10^ rad./sec. for all plots. These figures are plots of the various 
quantities obtained from both the "straight line" and "polar" computer 
programs listed in Appendix C. 
The straight line plots have the dimensionless variables k^x and k^y 
as their axes. The y coordinate is equivalent to Xg and the x coordinate 
is equivalent to x^ as indicated in Figure 1. Each "polar" plot was 
made at a fixed distance r from the transducer and calculated in terms 
of the dimensionless parameter k^r. The transverse distance on these 
plots is a dimensionless variable which is a product of k^ and the distance 
from the x^ axis along a path of constant radius. The magnitude is 
arbitrary on all these plots. Since each of the particle displacements, 
etc., is symmetrical with respect to the y axis, only half of each is 
plotted on these figures. 
Figures 17-27 are straight line plots, parallel to the y axis, of 
U, with k X equal to 1.0 and 50.0 respectively, and k y ranging from 0 
1 o o 
to 100.0. Figures 20-24 are straight line plots of U^, parallel to the 
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X axis, with k^y equal to 1.0, 50.0, and 160.0 respectively, and k^x 
ranging from 0,0 to 100.0. Figures 24-27 are polar plots of with 
k^r equal to 400.0, 900.0, 2500.0, and 20,000.0 respectively, with the 
transverse variable ranging from 0.0 to 2000.0. These plots show that 
is small in comparison with and Ug. The particle displacement 
exhibits the largest values near the outer edge of the transducer. The 
magnitude of oscillates very rapidly near the aperture (near field 
region). This indicates a large amount of destructive interference. At 
large distances from the aperture (far field region), the various com­
ponents of the angular spectrum interfere constructively and exhibits 
the same number of lobes as Ug and U^. In the far field all the lobes 
of appear to have nearly equal magnitudes. In the near field, the 
peak values of these lobes exhibit a large range of magnitudes. 
Figures 5-16 are straight line and polar plots of the magnitude of 
the Ug and particle displacement phasors. These plots are of the same 
type and cover the same ranges as those for U^, Figure 5 reveals a 
large peak in Ug and located at k^y approximately equal to seven 
transducer widths. Figure 14 indicates that this is a "narrow" peak; 
the width of the peak intensity region is less than half of the transducer 
width. Figures 5, 14, 15, and 16 show that and decrease as an 
y 
inverse function of (k^r)^ in the far field region (beyond the peak) and 
that the side lobes are small in magnitude compared to the main lobe. 
Figures 6-14 indicate that the high intensity region,of the particle 
displacements Ug and U^, spreads little in the near field region (in 
front of the peak). This near field behavior is a result of destructive 
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interference due to phase differences between the components of the 
angular spectrum. 
Figures 28-35 are straight line and polar plots of the phase of 
U^, Ug, and versus the transverse distance from the y axis. Although 
no data is presented here, it was found that the phase decreases linearly 
with k^y for Ug and in the main beam. As might be anticipated, the 
rate of decrease was 2TT radians for each wavelength. This is true in 
both the near and far field regions. However, outside the main beam in 
the near field region, the phase retardation was nonlinear with k^y 
and not at the normal rate. The displacement exhibited no large 
regions of linear phase behavior at the normal rate. These phase plots 
show that Ug and are in phase everywhere in the acoustic beam. In 
the near field region, these phase plots show that the phase varies 
rapidly with transverse position. This explains the large amount of 
constructive and destructive interference observed there. In the far 
field, one can recognize the phase shifts which are inherent in these 
lobe patterns. Figure 31 is a straight line phase plot. Figure 32 is 
a polar phase plot. Because of this they appear to exhibit a different 
functional behavior. 
Figures 36-47 are straight line and polar plots of the absolute 
value of the y component of the integrated Poynting vector with arbitrary 
scaling. Figures 62-73 are plots of the absolute values of the various 
terms which compose this component of the integrated Poynting vector 
with arbitrary scaling. These plots demonstrate that the energy flux 
distribution is very complex. Figures 36, 44, 45, and 46 show that near 
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the transducer this component of the Poynting vector is negative. The 
negative regions are indicated by arrows directed downward adjacent to 
the curve. This component is positive in a narrow region less than one 
wavelength wide at the center of the beam. One must remember that the 
neglected evanescent waves will have their largest effect, if any, in 
this region of the beam. Also note that the side lobes carry a small 
percentage of the beam's energy, even in the far field. Figures 62-73 
show that this component of energy flux is dominated by the term 
with the C22235 ^2222' ^2233 making smaller but important 
contributions. The rest of the terms are insignificant everywhere. 
Figures 44-55 are straight line and polar plots of the absolute 
value of the x component of the integrated Poynting vector with arbitrary 
scaling. Figures 74-85 are plots of the absolute value of the significant 
terms of this component of the integrated Poynting vector with arbitrary 
scaling. The negative regions are indicated by arrows directed downward. 
The only points where the x component of the energy flux density is larger 
than the y component occur in the near field region. This occurs at the 
edges of the region where the y component is negative. Note that the 
X component is zero along the y axis and a maximum at points where the 
derivatives of the particle displacements with respect to x are maximum. 
Figures 86-116 are plots of the magnitude and phase of these derivatives. 
Figures 74-85 show that the x component of energy flux is dominated by 
the C^23X term, with the ^^-^22 ^1313 terms making a small contribution. 
Figures 56-61 are straight line and polar plots of the x^ component 
of the surface energy density with arbitrary scaling. Figures 117-119 
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are straight plots of this surface energy flux component in the y direction 
near the aperture. Figures 57-59 and 61 also include the y component of 
the surface energy density for reference. This x^ component of energy 
flux is small compared to the other energy flux densities and is the most 
complex. Note that for a uniform Rayleigh wave, this component of energy 
flux is zero. While it is positive everywhere in the far field, it is 
negative at many points in the near field. Again the negative regions 
are indicated by arrows directed downward on the plots. 
The plots of the y component of the integrated Poynting vector in 
the far field show that the 1/2 power points of the beam spread at an 
angle of 2.56° and show that the edge of the main lobe spreads at an 
angle of 5,72°, see Table 2. In the near field, the energy flux 
distribution is complex but shows little apparent spreading. The data 
in Table 2 also shows that the peak energy density in the main lobe and 
the first lobe is decreasing with distance from the transducer. 
Table 2. Data from the polar plots of the y component of the 
integrated energy flux density 
value of value of location of location of 
k^r main lobe first lobe min. between first lobe 
maximum maximum main and maximum 
first lobe 
20,000.0 .189 X 10^0 ,889 X 10l8 1000,0 1500,0 
15,000,0 ,252 X 10^° 750.0 — — -
5,000.0 .746 X 10^° ,375 X 10^^ 250.0 355,0 
2,500,0 ,140 X 10=1 ,890 X 10l9 125,0 175,0 
900,0 ,270 X 10=1 ,127 X 1020 90.0 107,5 
650.0 ,245 X 10^1 ,286 X 1020 65.0 75.0 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis presented here leads to a diffraction field in which 
the particle displacement has a major maximum about 150 acoustic wave­
lengths from a 20 wavelength wide transducer. This maximum distinguishes 
the far field region from the near field region. In the far field along 
the center of the main beam, the amplitude of the particle displacement 
varies inversely with distance from the transducer. The main lobe half-
power points diverge at an angle of approximately 2.56°, The particle 
displacement in the first secondary lobe is less by approximately a 
factor of 4 and the energy density is more than an order of magnitude 
less than in the main lobe. The ratio of the displacement components 
Ug/Ug is constant, and is small everywhere in the far field. The 
value of the Poynting vector is dominated by the C^^ elastic component, 
and its direction and magnitude is consistent with the displacement lobe 
patterns described previously. 
In the near field, close to the transducer, the ratio Ug/U^ ceases 
to be constant, and is fairly large near the transducer edges. The 
behavior of the Poynting vector is quite complicated in this region, and 
there are, in fact, sub-regions where the time average energy flow is 
toward the transducer rather than away from it. 
The radiation field described above is qualitatively consistent 
with the measurements of Cambon, Rouzeyre, and Simon (25) on a quartz 
substrate. The laser beam Brillouin diffraction technique used by them, 
measures the total particle displacement on the surface. Their measure­
ments were performed on the surface of a quartz crystal which has a 
40b 
small angular variation of the wave velocity. Their transducer was 
15.6 acoustic wavelengths wide. The total displacement which they report 
appears to be consistent with those calculated here. Their peak appears 
to be located 171 wavelengths from the transducer. 
As long as the amplitude ratios and phase differences between the 
major particle displacements for a surface acoustic wave remain fixed, 
detection schemes using lasers, electric field intensity or the electro­
static potential will yield useful information concerning the beam's 
energy distribution. Under these same conditions one can probably choose 
a meaningful parameter to use in scalar diffraction theories of the type 
developed by Kharusi and Farne11 (22) even though the system's equations. 
Equations 5 and 6, are complex and these scalar theories ignore the 
coupling which exists between the various components of particle displace­
ment. 
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VIII. APPENDIX A 
This is an inductive proof that 
24=2^ = 1 + 2 Z cos 2 me , (A-1) 
® m=l 
for odd integers n where n ^  3. When n = 3, several trigonometric 
identities from Dwight (37), can be used to reduce Equation A-1 to 
= 1 + 2 cos 29 , 
sin 0 
when n = 5, one can obtain 
= 1 + 2 cos 20 +2 cos 4 0 
sin 0 
So Equation A-1 holds for n = 3 and 5. Suppose Equation A-1 holds for 
any odd positive integer k, so that 
= 1 + 2 cos 20 + + 2 cos (k-5)0 + 2 cos (k-3)0 
sin 0 
+ 2 cos (k-l)9 , (A-2) 
Then Equation A-1 also holds for n = k + 2, since 
^^"sin^^ = 1 + 2 cos 2 0 +••••+ 2 cos (k-3)0 + 2 cos (k-l)0 
+ 2 cos (k+l)0 . (A-3) 
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Now using Equation A-2, Equation A-3 can be written 
sin(k+2)e ^ sink 9 ^  g ^ os (k+l)0 . (A-4) 
sin9 sin 0 
Equation A-4 can be rearranged as follows 
sin(k+2)0 - sink0 = 2 sin0 cos(k+l)0 . (A-5) 
Two trigonometric identities can be used to write 
sin(k+2)9 = sinkG cos 29 + cos k9 sin 20 
and 
cos(k+l)0 = cos k0 COS© - sink0 sin 0 . 
If one substitutes these equations into Equation A-5, some rearrangement 
yields 
(cos20-l)sink0+ COS k0 sin 20 = 2 cos k0 cos 0 sin 0 
- 2 sin k0 sin^0 . (A-6) 
2 The trigonometric identities cos20 - 1 = -2 sin 0 and 2 cos 0 sin 0 = 
sin20 can be used to reduce Equation A-6 to an identity. Therefore, 
Equation A-1 holds for all odd integers when n is greater than 3. 
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IX. APPENDIX B 
This Appendix lists the infinite series expressions which were 
derived for the particle displacement phasors. 
M u (x )exp[-jU)t] 
= —^ (U 1 RE + j U 1 IM ) 
where 
U 1 RE = Z G (n,k L)J_ (k r)sin 2 n ^  
n=l ^ o 2n o 
00 
U 1 IM = Z (-1)* F (n,k L)J- . (k r)cos (2n+l)«5 
n=0 ^ ° ° 
G^(n,k^L) = -TT[J2^_i(k^L)+J2^+i(k^L)] 
F (n,k L) = -8 Ê j % i) 
• L o  _ / %  .  -  -  z m r l  o  nt^O 9 9 9 9 
[ (2n+l) - 4m^ ] [ (2n+l) - 4(m+l)^ ] 
M Û (x )exp[ -jtut] 
Ug = ^ (U 2 RE + j U 2 IM ) 
where 
U 2 RE = D.(k L)J (k r) + E G (n,k L)J- (k r)cos 2 n ^  
2 o o o 1 o zn o n=l 
U2 IM = >: (-1)^"^^ F_(n,k L)J_ (k r)sin(2n+l)d 
n=0 ^ ° ° 
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D^Ck^L) = n [ S + Ï J2^i(k„L) ] 
m=0 np=l 
G (n.k^L) -n tJ2„.i(k^L) + 3J2„^j(k_^L)+4 E J,^,(k^I.)1 
nF=n 
(2n+l)[(2n+l)2-4] ^ =0 
^ (-1)°^^ 32(2n+l) [(2n+l)2+4(3m2-l)] 
m=l I [(2n+l)2-4(m-l)2][(2n+l)2-4m2][(2n+l)2-4(mfl)2] 
Ï) * '^2't+l^^o^^ 
M u,(x_)exp[-juut] 
U, = — (U 3 RE + j U 3 IM ) 
J TT 
CO 
U 3 RE = D- (k L) J (k r) + 2 (-l)"^. (n,k L) J„ (k r)cos 2n6 jo o o . J o zn o 
n=l 
U3IM= Z G_(n,k L)J_ (k r)sin(2n+l)d 








X. APPENDIX C 
The first eight pages contain the main program for the "straight 
line" calculations and several subroutines which are called only by 
this program. The next seven pages contain the main program for the polar 
calculations and several of the subroutines which are called only by 
this program. The last ten pages contain subroutines which are called 
by both main programs. 
The subroutine SERSUM (MAB, ATHETA, BKR) performs a double precision 
evaluation of the series for the particle displacements U2, and 
the derivatives g» « at a particular point described by 
ATHETA and BKR, It uses these values to calculate the Poynting vector 
at this same point. All the data is transmitted into and out of this 
subroutine through common blocks. MAB is the number of terms included 
in the series summation. 
The subroutine COEFF (BL, MAC, MAL) calculates the values of the 
coefficients in the infinite series whose value depends on the transducer 
width. This information is provided to SERSUM by the common block S, The 
subroutine DOEF (BL, MAC) can be used to read this information into the 
common block S from cards. 
The subroutine RECFP (X,N) generates the Bessel functions used by 
COEFF and SERSUM through the common block V. 
The subroutine ELACNT (WCM) provides the material constants needed 
for the Poynting vector calculations. The PHASE subroutine calculates 
the phase angle of the phasors generated by SERSUM, 
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The subroutine RANG (BNX, BNY, BKR, MAF) of the straight line 
program calculates the cylindrical coordinates of the point under investi­
gation and determines the number of terms to be included in the series 
summation. The subroutine ITRPZII (XA, XB, KXA, KXB, E) performs a 
trapezoidal integration of the energy density. The subroutines TAWR 
(MB, MCj MAFJ SCA, BMP) and EVAL (BKR, N) choose the points to be 
investigated, form the arrays, perform the write statements, and calculate 
the magnitude and angles of the various phasors. 
The subroutine RANGl (BNX, BNY, BMD, MAF) of the polar program 
calculates the cylindrical coordinates of the points to be investigated 
and determines the number of terms to be included in the summation. The 
subroutine EVAL2 (MB) performs the same duties as TWAR and EVAL of the 




















0 0 2 0  
0 0 2 1  
0 0 2 2  
0023 
0024 
IV G LEVEL 20 MAIN DATE = 71226 
DIMENSION X(200) ,XL(5) ,YL(5) ,GL{5) ,DATL(5) 
COMHON/H/U1HG(200) ,V1HG(200) ,01AN(200) ,VIAN (200) ,U2MG(200) ,V2HG(20 
10) ,02AN(200) ,V2AN (200) ,U3MG(200) ,V3MG(200) ,U3AN(200) ,V3AN (200) ,DM1 
21 (200) ,VH11 (200) ,DA11 (200) ,VA11 (200) ,DM12 (200) ,VM12 (200) ,DA12 (200) 
3,VA12 (200) ,DM21 (200) ,VH21 (200) ,DA21 (200) ,VA21 (200) ,DM22 (200) ,VM22( 
4200) ,DA22 (200) ,VA22 (200) ,DM31 (200) ,VM31 (200) ,DA31 (200) ,VA31 (200) , 
5DM32(200) ,VM32 (200) ,DA32 (200) ,VA32 (200) 
C0MH0N/AB/P1 (200) ,V1 (200) ,P2(200) ,V2(200) ,P3(200) ,V3(200) ,W1 (200) , 
1Y1 (200) ,W2(200) ,Y2(200) , H3 (200) ,Y3 (200) 
C0MH0N/AD/SP1 (200 , 7, 2) , SP2 (200, 7, 2) ,D8(200) ,D9(200) ,D10 (200) , 
1 D11 (200) ,D12(200) ,013(200) ,014 (200) ,TW1 (200,7) ,01 (200) ,02 (200) , 





CALL TAHR (MB,MC,MAF,SCA,BMP) 





CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, W1,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
REA0(5,100) XL,YL,GL,OATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X, W2,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, P3,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, P2,4,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,OATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,U1AN,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
REAO(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,02AN,4,107,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 







































CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,U1HG,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 




CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,DM22,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,DM32,9,107,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,DM12,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,DM11,9,107,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,DM21,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,DM31,5,107,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,00.,0.,0DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,DA11,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.; XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5, 100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,DA22,4,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, Y1,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5, 100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, Y2,9,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, V3,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,V1MG,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,V2MG,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ (5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,V3MG,4,107,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
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DO 100 1=3,MITER 
KI=KXA+I 
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0 0 2 6  
IV G LEVEL 20 MAIN DATE = 71226 
DIMENSION X(300) ,XL(5) ,YL(5) ,GL(5) ,DATL(5) 
C0MM0N/AB/DM11 (300) ,DA11 (300) , DM 12 (300) , DAI 2 (300) ,DM21 (300) , 
1 DA21 (300) ,DM22(300) ,DA22 (300) ,DM31 (300) ,DA31 (300) ,DM32 (300) , 
2 DA32 (300) ,D3AN(300) ,UIMG (300) , D2HG (300) ,03MG(300) ,U1AN (300) , 
3 U2AN (300) 
COMMON/T/P 1(300) ,P2 (300) ,W1 (300) ,W2 (300) ,P3 (300) ,W3 (300) 
2/V20/BKR,M,NAN,SCA 
COMMON 
1/TV/C1 (300) ,C2 (300) ,C3 (300) ,C4(300) ,C5(300) ,C6(300) ,C7 (300) , 
2C8 (300) ,C9 (300) ,C10(300) ,C11 (300) ,C12 (300) ,013 (300) ,C14(300) , 
3D1 (300) ,D2(300) ,D3 (300) ,D4(300) ,D5 (300) , D6 (300) ,D7 (300) , 
4D8 (300) ,D9 (300) ,D10 (300) ,D11 (300) ,D12(300) ,013(300) ,D14(300) 
WOM=6.2E07 
CALL ELACNT (WOM) 
MAF=182 
CALL DOEF (BL,MAF) 
WRITE(6,35) MAF,BL 
35 FORMAT(10X,4HMAF=,I4//10X,3HBL= E17.7) 
READ(5,40) BKR,BNX,BMD,SCA 
40 FORMAT (14X,E16.8) 
CALL RANG1(BNX,BNY,BMD,MAF) 
WRITE(6,15) BNY,BNX,BKR 
15 FORMAT(//23X,3HBNY,13X,3HBNX,13X,3HBKR//(10X,3E16.8) ) 
WRITE (6,75) NAN,SCA 
75 FORMAT (10X,4HNAN=I5/10X,4HSCA= E16.8) 
MB= 1 
CALL EVAL2 (MB) 
DO 50 I=MB,NAN 
X (I) = (1-1) *SCA 
50 CONTINUE 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, Wl,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 



































0 0 6 1  
0062 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X, P3,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,U1AN,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,02AN,4,107,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,D3AN,7,107,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,U1MG,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 




CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,DM22,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ (5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN, X, DM32,9, 107, 0. , 0. , 0. , 0., 0. , 0. , 0. , 0 . , 0. , DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 




CALL GRAPH (NAN,X,DM21,3, 7,5.5, 7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5, 100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X,DM31,5,107,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 




CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D1,3, 7,5.5,-8.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D2,4,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 























CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D4,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ (5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D5,4,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ (5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D7,5,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D8,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D9,4,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D10,5,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5,100) XL,YL,GL,DATL 
CALL GRAPH (NAN,X, D11,3, 7,5.5,-7.,0.,0.,0.,0.,XL,YL,GL,DATL) 
READ (5, 100) DATL 
CALL GRAPH(NAN,X, D12,4,107,0.0,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,DATL) 
READ(5, 100) DATL 




















82 F0RMAT(37Hl VALUE OF BESSEL FCTNS,ORDER 0,1,•..//6(IH ,E16.8,I3)/» 
DO 50 M=MB,MAE 
CALL SERSUM(MAB,ANG(M),BKR) 












































15 F0RMAT(1HI////5H W21= E16.8» 
DO 20 NA=MB,MAE 









60 F0RMAT(1H1,5X,1HI,8X,7HU1MG(I ),HX,7HU1AN(I ),llX,7HU2MG(n ,11X, 
I 7HU2AN(n,llXt7HU3MG(n,llX,7HU3AN(I»//(lH ,I6,6E18,7)I 
70 FCRMAT(lHl,5X,lHI,8Xt7HDMll(I »,HX,7HDAll(n ,11X,7HDM12(I) ,11X, 
1 7HDA12(n ,11X,7HDM21( n ,llX,7HDA21(n//(lH fI6,6618.71» 
80 F0RMAT(lHl,5X,lHI.8X,7HDM22(nf11X,7HDA22(I »,11X,7HDM31(1»,11X, 
1 7HDA31(n ,llX,7HDM32(n,llX,7HDA32( I»//(IH ,I6,6E18.7)» 
55 FORMAKIHI,4Xf2HNA,4X,2HNB,5X,10HSP1(NA,NBI,7X,lOHTWl(NA,NBJ » 
1 7X,10HSP2(NA,NB»,7X,10HTW2(NA,NB»//{1H ,2 I6,4E17.7)) 
65 FORMAT(1H1,4X,1HI,9X,5HP1(1»,IIX,5HW1(I)»IIX,5HP2(I),11X,5HW2(I), 


















C BNY MEASURED IN DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION 
C BNX IS ONE HALF TOTAL WIDTH OF THE TRANSDUCER. 
C SPECIFYBNXtBNY AT THE OUTER EDGE OF THE TRANSDUCER AT THE RADIUS WHERE 
C ONE DESIRES TO MAKE THE EVALUATION 
C BKR IS RADIUS OF THE POINT (BNX,BNYI FROM THE ORGIN. 






MAD=MIN1 (BH »BK) 
0D=ATAN(BNX/BNY»/BNX*SCA 
MD=BNX+BMD 





SUBROUTINE SERSUM(MAB,ATHETA,8KR I 
DIMENSION VIMD(21» 

























T2I31 = 0. 
THETA=ATHETA 
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C CJ1-CJ7 SURFACE POWER DENSITY IN X-2 DIRECTION 
C CJ8-CJ14 SURFACE POWER DENSITY IN X-1 DIRECTION 
C DJ1-DJ7 TOTAL ENERGY IN X-2 DIRECTION 
C DJ8-DJ14 TOTAL ENERGY IN X-1 DIRECTION 

























C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE FIRST KIND OF 
C ORDER 0,1,2,3,4,...N. IT RECCURS DOWN FROM BJ(KR» OF ORDER KR AND 
C KR-1 TO THE FUNCTIONS OF LOWER ORDER, 






GO TO 30 
20 IF(X-90,) 40,40,70 
40 KR=65.0+1.30*X 
GO TO 30 
70 IF(X-200.»80,80,90 
80 KR=77.0+1.250*X 


















GO TO 130 
120 JT=1 
130 KN=KR-N 












































































C SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINING PHASE OF A COMPLEX NUMBER 
SUBROUTINE PHASE (VREAL,VIMAG,PHSR,PHSD) 
C DETERMINE QUADRANT OF COMPLEX NUMBER 
IF (VIMAG» 101,102,103 
101 IF (VREAH 111,112,113 
102 IF (VREAL) 121,150,123 
103 IF (VREAL) 131,132,133 
C USE ARCTANGENT FUNCTION TO DETERMINE PHASE 
111 PHSR=-3.14159+ATAN(-VIMAG/(-VREAL)) 
GO TO 140 
112 PHSR=-1.57078 
GO TO 140 
113 PHSR=-ATAN(-VIMAG/VREAL) 
GC TO 140 
121 PHSR=3.14159 
GO TO 140 
123 PHSR=0. 
GO TO 140 
131 PHSR=3.14159-ATAN(VIMAG/(-VREAL)) 
GO TO 140 
132 PHSR=1.57078 




C IF MAGNITUDE IS ZERO, PHASE IS INDETERMINATE 
150 PRINT 155 
155 FORMAT (IHO,35HMAGNITUDE ZERO, PHASE INDETERMINATE) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE COEFF(6L,MAC » MAL) 
C MAC MUST BE AT LEAST 30 GREATER THAN BL 
C MAL MUST BE ODD FOR PART OF THIS SUBROUTINE TO WORK PROPERLY, MAL 
C SHOULD BE CHOSEN AT LEAST 10 GREATER THAN MAC FOR BEST RESULTS 









56 F0RMAT(1H1,2(7X,7HBLJ(LN),13X,2HLN)//2(1H ,D19.11,6X,14)) 
SBLJ(MAL+2) = 0.0 
DO 58 I =1,MAL,2 
SBLJ(MAL+1-I) = BLJ(MAL+1-I) + SBLJ(MAL+3-I) 
58 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6 62) (SBLJ(I),ItI = 1,MAL,2) 
62 FORMAT(1H1,3(5X,7HSBLJ(I),14X,1HI,5X)//3(1H ,D19,11,6X,13,5X)I 
BNS1=0.0 
BNS2=3.1415926536D0*(BLJ(1) + 2.*SBLJ(3)) 
BNS3=4.*SBLJ(1) 












DO 74 N=2,MAC,2 
N1=N - 1 
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Figure 6. The magnitude of the and particle displacement 
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Figure 8. The magnitude of the and particle displacements 
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Figure 9. The magnitude of the Ug and particle displacements 
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Figure 10, The magnitude of the and Ug particle displacements 
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Figure 11. The magnitude of the Ug and particle displacements 
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Figure 12. The magnitude of the Ug and Ug particle displacements 
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Figure 13, The magnitude of the U and U_ particle displacements vs, 
k X. at k r = 400,0 ° 
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Figure 14. The magnitude of the and particle displacements 
vs. k at k r = 900.0 
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Figure 15. The magnitude of the Ug and particle displacements 
vs. k at k r = 2500,0 
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Figure 16. The magnitude of the Ug and particle displacements 
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Figure 17. The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
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Figure 18, The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
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Figure 19, The magnitude of the Uj^ particle displacement phasor 
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Figure 20. The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
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Figure 21. The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
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Figure 22, The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
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Figure 23. The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
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Figure 24. The magnitude of the Uj particle displacement phasor 
vs. k at k r = 400.0 
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Figure 25. The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
vs. k X. at k r = 900.0 
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Figure 26. The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
vs. k at k r = 2500.0 
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Figure 27. The magnitude of the particle displacement phasor 
vs. k X at k r = 20,000.0 
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Figure 28. Phase of the U^, U^, and particle displacements 
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Figure 29. Phase of the U^, Ug, and particle displacements 
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Figure 30. Phase of the Uj^, , and particle displacements 
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Figure 31, Phase of the U^, U^, and particle displacements 
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Figure 32. Phase of the U^, , and particle displacements 
vs. k at k r = 400.0 
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Figure 33. Phase of the U^, U^, and particle displacements 
vso k X. at k r = 900.0 
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Figure 34. Phase of the U^, and particle displacements 
VS. k at k r = 2500.0 
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Figure 35, Phase of the Ui, U«, and U. particle displacements vs. k x 
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Figure 36. The y component of the integrated Poynting vector 
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Figure 37. The y component of the integrated Poynting vector 
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Figure 38. The y component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k X at k y = 50.0 
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Figure 39. The y component of the Integrated Poynting vector 
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Figure 40. The y component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k X at k r = 400.0 
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Figure 41. The y component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k X at k r = 900.0 
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Figure 42, The y component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k X at k r = 2500.0 
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Figure 43. The y component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k at k r = 20,000.0 
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Figure 44. The x and y components of the integrated Poynting vector 
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Figure 45. The x and y components of the integrated Poynting vector 
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Figure 47. The x and y components of the integrated Poynting vector 
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Figure 48. The x component of the integrated Poynting vector 
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Figure 49, Thex component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k X at k y = 1.0 
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Figure 50. The x component of the integrated Poyting vector 
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Figure 51, The x component of the integrated Poynting vector 
10.00 
vs. k X at k y = 160,0 
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Figure 52, The x component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k X. at k r = 400.0 
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Figure 53. The x component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k at k r = 900,0 
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Figure 54. The x component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k X .  at k r = 2500.0 
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Figure 55, The x component of the integrated Poynting vector 
vs. k at k r = 20,000,0 
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Figure 56, The component of the surface Poynting vector 














Figure 57. The y and component of the surface Poynting vector 
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Figure 58, The y and x_ components of the surface Poynting vector 
vs. k X. at k r = 400.0 



























Figure 59. The y and components of the surface Poynting vector 
k X. at k r = 900,0 
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Figure 60. The xg component of the surface Poynting vector 
vs. k X .  at k r = 2500,0 
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Figure 61, The y and components of the surface Poynting vector 
vs. k^ Xj. at k^ r = 20,000,0 
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Teinns of the total y component of the Integrated Poynting 
vector due to 2^211' "=2233 VS. k X at k y = 50,0 o o 
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Figure 63, Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
vector due to 2^211' 2^233 o^* o^' ^  160.0 
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Figure 64. Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
vector due to 2^211' 2^233 o^*t ~ 400.0 
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Terms of the total y conçonent of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 66. Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 67. Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 68, Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 69, Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 70. Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
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Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 72. Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
'2121 vector due to 2^332' C„,„, vs. k_x^  at k r = 2500,0 o t 
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Figure 73. Terms of the total y component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 74. Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 75. Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
vector due to C___. and C-,,- vs. k x at k y = 160.0 
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Figure 76. Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 77. Terras of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 78, Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 79, Terras of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
vector due to C^ 2^2: 1^313 o^*t k^ r = 20,000.0 
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Figure 80, Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
vector due to and 0^221 vs. k^x at k^y = 50.0 
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Figure 81. Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
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Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
vector due to and 0^ 221 o^*t =400.0 
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Figure 83. Tenns of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
vector due to and 0^ 221 vs. k^ x^  at k^ r = 900.0 
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Figure 84, Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
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Figure 85. Terms of the total x component of the integrated Poynting 
vector due to and 0^ 22% vs. k^ x^  at k^ r = 20,000.0 
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Figure 86, The magnitude of the derivative of Ug and with respect 
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Figure 87. The magnitude of the derivative of and with respect 
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Figure 88, The magnitude of the derivative of and with respect 
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Figure 89. The magnitude of the derivative of with respect to y 
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Figure 90. The magnitude of the derivative of Ug and with respect 
to y vs. k at k r = 400.0 
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Figure 91, The magnitude of the derivative of Ug and with respect 
to y vs. k X. at k r = 900.0 
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Figure 92, The magnitude of the derivative of and with respect 
to y vs. k X. at k r = 2500,0 
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Figure 94. The magnitude of the derivatives of with respect to 
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Figure 95. The magnitude of the derivatives of with respect to 
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Figure 96. The magnitude of the derivatives of with respect to 
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Figure 97. The magnitude of the derivatives of Uj^  with respect to 
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Figure 98, The magnitude of the derivatives of with respect to 
X and y vs. k x. at k r = 400,0 
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Figure 99. The magnitude of the derivatives of with respect 
to X and y vs, k x^  at k r = 900.0 
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Figure 100, The magnitude of the derivatives of with respect to 
X and y vs. k at k r = 2500,0 
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Figure 101. The magnitude of the derivatives of with respect 
to X and y vs. k x^  at k r = 20,000.0 
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Figure 102, The magnitude of the derivatives of and with respect 
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Figure 103, The magnitude of the derivatives of and with respect 
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Figure 104, The magnitude of the derivatives of and with respect 
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Figure 105. The magnitude of the derivative of Ug with respect to x 
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Figure 106, The magnitude of the derivatives of U„ and U- with respect 
to X vs. k X: at k r = 400.0 
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The magnitude of the derivatives of and with respect 
to X vs. k at k r = 900,0 
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Figure 108, The magnitude of the derivatives of and with respect 
to X vs. k X. at k r = 2500.0 
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Figure 109, The magnitude of the derivatives of Ug and Ug with 
respect to x vs. k x^  at k r = 20,000.0 
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Figure 110. Phase of the derivatives of the particle displacements 
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Figure 111. Phase of the derivatives of the particle displacements 
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Figure 112. Phase of the derivatives of the particle displacements 
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Figure 113, Phase of the derivatives of the particle displacements 
vs. k at k r = 400.0 
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Figure 114, Phase of the derivatives of the particle displacements 
vs. k X at k r = 900.0 
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Figure 115. 
vs. k at k r = 2500,0 
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Phase of the derivatives of the particle displacements 
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Figure 117. The component of the surface Poynting vector 
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Figure 118, The component of the surface Poynting vector 
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Figure 119. The component of the surface Poynting vector 
vs. k y at k X = 50.0 
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